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DISCLAIMER

Please note that the information provided in this newsletter regarding historical profit/losses from racing investments is for informational purposes 

only. It should not be considered as financial or investment advice.

Investing on horse and greyhound racing involves a degree of risk, and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. The 

outcomes of horse races are subject to various factors and uncertainties that can influence the results.

We strongly encourage all readers to exercise caution and to bet responsibly. Set a budget for your betting activities and only wager amounts that 

you can afford to lose.

Gambling can be addictive, and if you or someone you know is struggling with gambling-related issues, we recommend seeking professional help 

or contacting relevant support organizations.

By accessing and using the information in this newsletter, you acknowledge that you understand the risks associated with gambling and that you 

assume full responsibility for any actions you take based on the information provided.

All pages and content within this newsletter are explicitly 18+ only. Gamble Responsibly. Visit www.gamblinghelponline.org.au or call Gambling 

Help on 1800 858 858.

http://www.gamblinghelponline.org.au/
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SUMMARY
April 2024 Welcomes You to the Statfreaks Newsletter

Join us this month as we explore the captivating universe of horse and greyhound racing, guided by our distinctive, analytics-based methodology that 

consistently offers value to our audience.

Highlighting Value: March 2024's Elite Performers

This issue features an in-depth analysis of March 2024’s most notable competitors. Our focus is on the highest-rated participants in both horse and greyhound 

racing that presented remarkable value at the Betfair Starting Price (SP), surpassing the average fixed market price. By reviewing past performances, we aim to 

provide our readers with insights into trends and opportunities that could impact their future picks

Lay Betting: Sprint Models in Horse Racing

We spotlight lay betting strategies using Betfair's lay Starting Price. Leveraging the Racing Analytics Expert Form Platform, along with the Statfreaks add-on 

module, we've conducted retrospective analyses on various variables to uncover historical profitability. This approach can help to identify and shortlist potential 

runners for future investment opportunities.

Greyhound Stars of 2024: A Statfreaks Ratings Overview

Dedicated to our greyhound racing followers, this segment showcases the highest-rated greyhounds of 2024, according to Statfreaks. These top contenders are 

worth watching and might be the secret to unlocking successful investment strategies.

Monitoring Mastery: Updated Rider/Trainer/Combo Data Table

We've refreshed our extensive Rider/Trainer/Combo data table, available to our members in a user-friendly digital data table, featuring information on 

forthcoming runners. This essential tool aims to equip our community with the latest in data-driven selection strategies.

Our dedication to offering the most thorough and incisive analysis in the racing sector remains unwavering. We trust that the deep insights provided in this issue 

will lead you toward thrilling and rewarding racing adventures.

Happy Racing!

David Vitali

CEO



SOCIAL MEDIA

Statfreaks.com.au (@Stat_Freaks) / X 

(twitter.com)

https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks

X / TWITTER FACE BOOK

Statfreaks On Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/statfreaks

INSTAGRAM

https://www.instagram.com/stat_freaks/

Statfreaks on Instagram

FOLLOW STATFRAKS ON SOCIAL FOR DAILY INSIGHTS

https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks
https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks
https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks
https://www.facebook.com/statfreaks
https://www.facebook.com/statfreaks
https://www.instagram.com/stat_freaks/
https://www.instagram.com/stat_freaks/


TOP RATED VALUE RUNNERS – MARCH 2024- HORSES

*Important note: 

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform and www.statfreaks.com.au

"Scissor Step" was on top in our pre-race StatFreaks ranking and 

delivered outstanding returns on Betfair, achieving a win of $11.6 

and a place of $2.6

Here's a compilation of top-rated competitors who secured victories at attractive odds.

"Bay Wave" was predicted by the StatFreaks AI to be among the top 

three contenders at the meeting, delivering excellent value with a 

return of $10.3 for the win and $3.2 for the place on Betfair.

Date Track Race Runner SFR FP SP Close SP Op-Cls Mvt% SP Op-Cls Mvt-Ind Betfair WinSP Betfair PlaceSP

6/03/2024 Sandown Hillside 7 Scissor Step +5.6 1 $8.8 3% DRIFT $11.6 $2.6

10/03/2024 Stony Creek 5 Bay Wave +5.9 1 $8.7 25% DRIFT $10.3 $3.2

22/03/2024 Mount Gambier 7 Thrill Kill +4.9 1 $7.5 24% DRIFT $9.2 $2.7

23/03/2024 Benalla 7 Arachidi +5.0 1 $6.8 40% DRIFT $6.6 $2.3

6/03/2024 Sandown Hillside 6 Son Of Solly +5.9 1 $6.7 24% DRIFT $8.5 $2.7

17/03/2024 Swan Hill 6 Apache Gunship +5.0 1 $6.7 46% DRIFT $8.7 $2.3

13/03/2024 Caulfield Heath 5 In Her Stride +6.1 1 $6.5 -12% SHORT $7.8 $3.0

29/03/2024 Launceston 2 Sushi Express +5.3 1 $6.5 0% HOLD $8.5 $2.5

31/03/2024 Penola 8 Chiq Magnet +5.3 1 $6.3 10% DRIFT $7.8 $2.6

17/03/2024 Swan Hill 7 Vic Reel +6.1 1 $6.2 42% DRIFT $7.2 $2.6

http://www.rapro.com.au/
http://www.statfreaks.com.au/


TOP RATED VALUE RUNNERS – MARCH 2023- GREYHOUNDS

*Important note: 

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• RK = 1, RKT between 1 and 8

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform and www.statfreaks.com.au

“Oriental Emerald” from box 6 provided great value, 

ranked in the Top 2 of the meeting, returned $20.28 on 

Betfair SP.

Here's a compilation of top-rated competitors from last month who secured victories at attractive odds.

“Aston Cornes” Red Star runner +4.2 SFR returned 

$16 Betfair SP.

DATE TRACK RACE DISTANCE NAME BOX SFR RKT FP AVGSP BFSP

5/03/2024 Shepparton 9 390 ORIENTAL EMERALD 6 +4.6 2 1 19.7$  20.3$ 

20/03/2024 Ballarat 8 450 ASTON CORNES 2 +4.2 3 1 10.9$  16.0$ 

1/03/2024 Healesville 8 350 TRIPLE CROSS 8 +4.0 5 1 14.3$  15.0$ 

28/03/2024 Warrnambool 3 390 LETS WIN OLLIE 8 +3.9 8 1 6.6$    9.5$    

8/03/2024 Traralgon 12 350 SWEET CHEVELLE 3 +3.8 4 1 7.2$    9.4$    

4/03/2024 Ballarat 2 390 RUNWAY 1 +4.0 3 1 8.2$    9.0$    

28/03/2024 Warrnambool 5 450 STARS HOPE 2 +4.0 5 1 5.3$    7.9$    

14/03/2024 Sandown Park 6 515 PAYING DIVIDENDS 2 +4.5 3 1 5.2$    7.4$    

5/03/2024 Shepparton 7 390 JUICE 2 +4.3 4 1 5.2$    6.3$    

17/03/2024 Healesville 7 300 DESTRUCTIVELY 8 +4.8 1 1 5.7$    6.2$    

http://www.rapro.com.au/
http://www.statfreaks.com.au/


RACING ANALYTICS EXPERT FORM – MAP PROFILING

ENQUIRE NOW

The RAPRO Expert Form Module leverages sophisticated statistical analysis to enhance your speed map refinement 

process. This tool enables you to identify key characteristics of horses and their riders. For instance, it allows you to 

assess a horse's performance based on its barrier group start, pinpoint optimal positioning for settling during a race, 

and correlate these insights with the conditions that best suit the rider's strengths.

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


LAY BETTING – BETFAIR

Welcome to lay betting, a unique betting strategy on Betfair. Unlike traditional betting where you bet on an outcome to 

happen, lay betting allows you to bet against an outcome.

In horse racing, when you lay a horse, you're betting it won't win. If any other horse wins, your bet wins. If the horse you 

laid wins, your bet loses. Essentially, you're acting as the bookmaker.

The odds in lay betting are reverse of traditional betting. For example, if you lay a horse at odds of 4.0 with a $10 stake, 

you'll win $10 if the horse loses. However, if the horse wins, you'll have to pay out $30. The liability (the amount you 

could lose) in lay betting can often be more than the amount you stand to win.

In essence, lay betting is a valuable tool that, once mastered, can significantly broaden your betting strategy.

Ready to take the next step? Click here to get started with Lay Betting on Betfair!

https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801


LAY BETTING – BETFAIR LEARNING

Discover key strategies in lay betting with Betfair Australia’s insightful video, featuring expert insights from Pro Punter 

Shane Ciurleo and host Tom Haylock in the second episode of their Education series. It’s a must-watch for bettors 

looking to deepen their understanding and enhance their approach to lay betting.

Ready to take the next step? Click here to get started with Lay Betting on Betfair!

Lay Back With Betfair | Lay Betting | Betfair Hub

https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801
https://www.betfair.com.au/hub/education/lay-back-education/lay-back-with-betfair-lay-betting/
https://www.betfair.com.au/hub/education/lay-back-education/lay-back-with-betfair-lay-betting/
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LAY BETTING - MODEL AT IPSWICH “JUNE 2023 MODEL”

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Initially featured in our 2023 Statfreaks newsletter, we revisit this model in April's 2024 edition, showcasing its 

continued success in lay betting on Betfair through staking or flat betting at the SP. Kicking off 2024 with a 

promising 11.3% profit on turnover for flat lay betting, despite a 1% increase in win strike rate since 2023, the 

model demonstrates significant potential. Should it maintain its current performance trajectory throughout the year, 

it distinguishes itself as an exceptional model to consider following closely.

Statfreaks Team Notes

For runners on this shortlist, we recommend further form analysis, especially for those 

likely to encounter a wide track position. When multiple runners qualify, prioritize the 

one expected to face a tougher transit, possibly being pushed wide and exerting extra 

effort, which could impact its performance.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


LAY BETTING - MODEL AT ASCOT

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Utilizing the Ipswich model as a benchmark, we conducted further analysis using identical filtering criteria to identify 

additional tracks with historical profitability. The Ascot track in Western Australia emerged as a noteworthy 

candidate, demonstrating significant historical profitability and meriting continued observation for its strong 

performance.

Statfreaks Team Notes

For runners on this shortlist, we recommend further form analysis, especially for those 

likely to encounter a wide track position. When multiple runners qualify, prioritize the 

one expected to face a tougher transit, possibly being pushed wide and exerting extra 

effort, which could impact its performance.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


LAY BETTING - MODEL AT ROSEHILL

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Further building on the Ipswich model and after examining various other venues, our third analysis highlighted 

Rosehill Gardens in New South Wales. Like the previous models, Rosehill Gardens showcased considerable 

historical profitability, employing the same model settings alongside Betfair lay Starting Prices. This discovery 

confirms its potential, making it another track worth keeping under surveillance for its impressive performance.

Statfreaks Team Notes

For runners on this shortlist, we recommend further form analysis, especially for those 

likely to encounter a wide track position. When multiple runners qualify, prioritize the 

one expected to face a tougher transit, possibly being pushed wide and exerting extra 

effort, which could impact its performance.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


LAY BETTING - MODEL SPRINT RACES

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Concentrating on sprint-type races, we have identified specific filters where runners risk being positioned too far 

back during the settling phase, potentially leaving them insufficient time to close the gap and secure a win. By 

profiling these runners and conducting retrospective analysis, we've uncovered profitability through our predicted 

settle position variable (SETPOS). The results are detailed below

Statfreaks Team Notes

For runners on this shortlist, we recommend further form analysis, especially for those 

likely to encounter a wide track position. When multiple runners qualify, prioritize the 

one expected to face a tougher transit, possibly being pushed wide and exerting extra 

effort, which could impact its performance.

Sprint races are 1250m or less.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


LAY BETTING - MODEL SPRINT RACES – V2

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Keeping focus on the sprint-type races, we have analysed another model version that incorporates the barrier 

rating (BR) and (PR2), the predicted position of the horse at the 200m mark. This model variation, which also 

applies filters exclusively for races on "Good" tracks, allows for a refined analysis of runners at risk of being too far 

back during the settling phase, potentially lacking the time to catch up for a win. By analysing these specific 

conditions and profiling runners accordingly, our updated approach has identified profitable opportunities through 

our predicted settle position variable (SETPOS). Below are the updated results.

Statfreaks Team Notes

For runners on this shortlist, we recommend further form analysis, especially for those 

likely to encounter a wide track position. When multiple runners qualify, prioritize the 

one expected to face a tougher transit, possibly being pushed wide and exerting extra 

effort, which could impact its performance.

Sprint races are 1250m or less.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


UNLOCK EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO TOP RATED RUNNERS

Elevate your selection strategy with our VIP Horse Racing Intel. 

Subscribers gain unparalleled insights with:

• Daily SFR Rating Reports

• Comprehensive CSV Data Files

• Advanced Statistical Data Tables

• Exclusive Jockey Stats Profiles

• Daily Standout Reports

Subscribe Now for VIP Access & Back Data

Dive deeper into horse racing analytics and secure your edge 

in the market. Visit Statfreaks VIP Access to start your 

subscription.

Make informed decisions with Statfreaks – where data meets strategy.

SUBSCRIBE HERE

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product/horse-racing-vip-access-back-data-aus-recurring-sub/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product/horse-racing-vip-access-back-data-aus-recurring-sub/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product/horse-racing-vip-access-back-data-aus-recurring-sub/


POSITION IN RUN 

LEADING TRACKS



POSITION IN RUN- TOP TRACKS LEADING

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

Featured in this slide is an examination of win strike rates across various tracks for horse racing in Australia 
with a win strike rate over equal or greater than 30% since 2022 to current and a focus on the performance of 
horses leading at the 800-meter point. This information is invaluable for anyone engaged in in-play betting on 
betfair, as it sheds light on the pivotal role of early leads in race results. By incorporating these findings into 
your betting approach, you stand to gain a strategic advantage based on proven trends and patterns from past 
races

Betfair In-Play Scenario

Let's take Gatton track as an example. With a win strike rate 
of 37%, this implies horses leading at the 800m mark win 
approximately 37 out of every 100 races. Converting this into 
betting odds gives us about $2.70 (1 divided by 0.37). If you 
can find in-play odds greater than $2.70 for a horse leading 
at Gatton, you've identified value. This edge over the market 
can be a guide to make smarter in-play decisions with 
potentially higher returns.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


IN PLAY BETTING – BETFAIR LEARNING

Betfair in-play betting is a feature that allows users to place bets on sporting events as they are happening, offering the 

chance to make decisions based on live action rather than predicting outcomes before the event starts.

Ready to take the next step? Click here to get started with In-Play Betting on Betfair!

Lay Back With Betfair | In-Play Betting & Trading 

| Betfair Hub

• In-play betting allows real-time wagers as events unfold.

• Look for the green light or tick to know when in-play betting is available.

• In-play offers odds from $1.01 to $1000.00, capturing dramatic shifts in 

the event.

• It's a chance to observe momentum before betting, useful in horse and 

harness racing.

• Provides opportunities for trading by combining back and lay bets.

• In-play status and odds change with the live dynamics of the event.

https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801
https://www.betfair.com.au/extensions/redir/NA/109/PI-661801
https://www.betfair.com.au/hub/education/lay-back-education/lay-back-with-betfair-in-play-betting-trading/
https://www.betfair.com.au/hub/education/lay-back-education/lay-back-with-betfair-in-play-betting-trading/
https://www.betfair.com.au/hub/education/lay-back-education/lay-back-with-betfair-in-play-betting-trading/
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GREYHOUNDS– TOP 
PERFORMERS - 2024 

Here's the latest update of greyhounds that have shown strong performance when 

projected to be among our top 4 ranked runners in a race.

It may be worthwhile to include these runners in your watchlist. Whenever they 

are scheduled to race, verify whether they appear in our top 4 rankings. If they do, 

and the market conditions seem favourable, you could potentially leverage a 

significant advantage.

Filters:

➢Data Quality =  100

➢Ranked In Top 4 of race

➢Year 2024

Discover the power of our Greyhound Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

*Important note: 

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Any runner that meets this shortlist, we highly recommend conducting additional form analysis.

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/greyhound-racing/


UNLOCK EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO TOP RATED RUNNERS

Elevate Your Greyhound Racing Strategy

Unlock the full potential of your greyhound racing analysis with 

our VIP Access:

• Exclusive Statfreaks Rating Reports

• In-depth Statistical Data Tables

• Daily "Top Rated" Runners Highlights

• Access to Advanced Analytics and Insights

• Plus, One Month Back Data for New Subscribers

Get VIP Access Today and Transform Your Approach

Visit Statfreaks Greyhound Racing VIP Access for more details 

and subscription options.

Your next level of greyhound racing analysis starts here.

SUBSCRIBE HERE

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product/greyhound-racing-vip-access-back-data-aus-recurring-sub/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product/greyhound-racing-vip-access-back-data-aus-recurring-sub/
https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product/greyhound-racing-vip-access-back-data-aus-recurring-sub/


JOCKEY/TRAINER REVIEW PROCESS

At the end of each month, we identify the top jockeys and trainers based on our detailed data analysis. These are individuals who have 

consistently demonstrated exceptional strike rate performance and contributed to profitable outcomes when ranked high on our statfreaks ratings. 

When a rider/trainer or combo has dropped out of market performance for more than 3 months rolling, they are removed from the tracking table. 

You can access a list of top race ranked upcoming runners daily where statfreaks are tracking the rider/trainer and combos from

Web link: www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/

*Requires a valid daily or month subscription

The following sections will present the completed analysis for the past 3 months rolling and provide an update on the tracking table system.

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/


JOCKEY'S (AUD)

The below table display’s riders that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover over the past 3-months rolling. 

These riders are currently in form, and have returned a positive return on investment with the betfair win starting price, and commission factored in.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Minimum 20 rides.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

January 1st ,2024 to March 30, 2024

TRACKING JOCKEY 3-Month SR% BETFAIR POT%-3 - MONTH (FLAT BETTING)

ACTIVE James Mcdonald 49% 37%

ACTIVE Tim Clark 44% 13%

ACTIVE Danny Beasley 44% 30%

ACTIVE Jason Collett 41% 34%

ACTIVE Jamie Kah 41% 16%

ACTIVE John Allen 37% 20%

ACTIVE Clint Johnston-Porter 37% 20%

ACTIVE Ryan Maloney 36% 35%

ACTIVE Ashley Morgan 35% 5%

ACTIVE Ms Cejay Graham 35% 21%

ACTIVE Ethan Brown 33% 12%

ACTIVE Dean Yendall 33% 8%

STATFREAKS TRACKING TABLE

http://www.rapro.com.au/


TRAINER'S (AUD)

The below table display’s trainer’s that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover over the past 3-months rolling. 

These trainers are currently in form and their runners are lining up with our top race rank rides. They have returned a positive return on investment with the 

betfair win starting price, and commission factored in.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Minimum 20 Runners.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

January 1st ,2024 to March 30, 2024

TRACKING TRAINER 3-Month SR% BETFAIR POT%-3 - MONTH (FLAT BETTING)

ACTIVE Michael Freedman 50% 70%

ACTIVE Bjorn Baker 38% 6%

ACTIVE K A Lees 38% 6%

ACTIVE J A O'Shea 35% 2%

ACTIVE Matthew Dunn 33% 1%

STATFREAKS TRACKING TABLE

http://www.rapro.com.au/


COMBO - RIDER/TRAINER'S (AUD)

The below table display’s combo’s that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover over the past 3-months rolling. 

These combos are currently in form together, and have returned a positive return on investment with the betfair win starting price, and commission 

factored in.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Minimum 10 rides.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

January 1st ,2024 to March 30, 2024

TRACKING TRAINER 3-Month SR% BETFAIR POT%-3 - MONTH (FLAT BETTING)

ACTIVE Tim Clark - G Waterhouse & A Bott 60% 69%

ACTIVE Damian Lane - M Price & M Kent Jnr 54% 52%

ACTIVE James Mcdonald - C J Waller 48% 40%

ACTIVE Jason Holder - A J Gluyas 45% 42%

ACTIVE Clint Johnston-Porter - A G Durrant 35% 10%

STATFREAKS TRACKING TABLE

http://www.rapro.com.au/


JOCKEY/TRAINER & COMBO 
UPCOMING

You can obtain a list of upcoming runners daily where statfreaks are 

tracking the rider/trainer and combos from

✓The statfreaks membership portal with paid subscription access. 

Web link: www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-

upcoming-aus-56522/

✓Running an analysis model from the racing analytics – expert form 

database platform with statfreaks module.

Enquire: www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/

Virtual Statfreaks Data Table

Racing Analytics Expert Form Analyser

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/
http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/
http://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


OUR METHODOLGY

Harnessing the Power of the Racing Analytics Expert Form Database Platform.

Our examination of horse racing data is anchored by the Racing Analytics - Expert Form platform, the Statfreaks plugin, and Betfair's rich 

historical data.

The Racing Analytics platform is our primary tool for investigating the vast array of data from various races. With it, we scrutinize the 

performance histories of horses, jockeys, and trainers, and dissect diverse variables.

Statfreaks amplifies our analysis, providing advanced statistical capabilities for pattern recognition and predictive modeling. Betfair's 

historical data offers a broad base for our exploration, contributing a wealth of information.

For those keen on conducting personal research, the platform is accessible via subscription at www.rapro.com.au. Here, you can engage 

directly with the same data environment we utilize for our analysis and discover your own unique insights.

* Additional Paid Addon/Subscription

✓ 500+ variables pre and post race.

✓ Develop your own historical custom-built models.

✓ Transform models into shortlisted contenders for future events.

✓ Perform backward simulations using Betfair SP Win/Place/Lay.

✓ Monitor selections & conduct retrospective analysis.

✓ Combine Statfreaks AI data with advanced form analysis, mapping, 

enhanced statistics and race pricing profiles.

✓ Speed, Class, *IVR/Sectional Benchmarking & *Live Yard
ENQUIRE NOW

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


RACING ANALYTICS EXPERT FORM – SF MODULE

ENQUIRE NOW

400+ Variables/Measures

Pricing Module

Detailed Form/Ratings/Splits

Advanced Mapping

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


RACING ANALYTICS– BACKWARDS SIMULATION

The RAPRO Expert Form Module lets you create and refine your own models. By exploring pre-race 

factors, you can develop historical models, then use them for upcoming events to find potential 

investments efficiently.

HISTORICAL UPCOMING

CONVERT

ENQUIRE NOWRequire more info?

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


RACING ANALYTICS– BATCH MODEL AUTOMATION
Welcome to the Racing Analytics "Batch Model Automation" feature. This enables the automatic execution, display, 

and recording of upcoming model runners, including their names and timestamps. It facilitates rapid identification of 

runners across various models, and as data accumulates, it allows for enhanced historical analysis of patterns and 

performance.

ENQUIRE NOWRequire more info?

Management portal for all automated 

batch models.

This feature alone will save you time and energy 

allowing you to focus more on form and analysis!

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


RACING ANALYTICS - SF + LIVE YARD
Get the latest insights from "Racing Analytics" with live, runner-by-runner analysis direct from the mounting yard. Our expert analysts 

provide in-depth profiles on each horse, focusing on key characteristics that matter. Our advanced algorithms then translate these 

insights into an essential yard rating.

Enjoy features like live commentary, automatic updates, and top picks for the yard — all with a primary focus on VIC/NSW Metro 

main events. Elevate your race day experience with concise, expert analysis delivered straight to your newsletter.

ENQUIRE NOWRequire more info?

Live Pop-up Event Directly from the 

Mounting Yard

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


CONTACT

WEB: WWW.STATFREAKS.COM.AU/CONTACT/

MAIL: PO BOX 4063 ESSENDON FIELDS, AUSTRALIA, VICTORIA 3041

EMAIL: INFO@STATFREAKS.COM.AU

We hope you enjoyed our newsletter!

If you would like to request specific analysis to be included in upcoming newsletters, 

we encourage you to use the web contact form provided below. Your requested 

analysis may be considered for inclusion in our upcoming newsletters.

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/
mailto:info@statfreaks.com.au
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